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 Your Industry Connection 
Join other industry pros who get pertinent, fast-reading nationwide stories delivered daily to their inbox with AB Today.
 Email Address *
 Sign Up 
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Readership Preference Survey
AB Staff
Jun 24, 2007







Which magazines are your prospects really reading?
 Actual readership is critical to the success of your magazine advertising. Deciding which magazine to choose to tap the vast potential of the athletic, recreation and fitness market can be daunting. To make that task easier, an independent Readership Preference Survey was undertaken to track actual magazine readership of top decsion-makers across 6 market segments.





This survey was conducted in April 2007 by Readex Research, a nationally recogonized independent research company. The survey sample of 2,800 was selected in systematic, stratified fashion by Readex from domestic recipients of Athletic Business. None of the survey materials indentified the sponsor in any way. Respondents returned their surveys directly to Redex, and Athletic Business was not involved in the tabulation of the resutls.

The results?
		Athletic Business is ranked the #1 magazine by top decision-makers across the industry. Not only do buyers read AB, they consider it their top resource for purchasing decisions.	
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You Should Know...
 Why does it seem that the research you see always favors the magazine showing it to you? Two reasons:

	Most magazines already know where they stand in the marketplace, so high-quality research is most often done on the magazines that expect to come out on top. After all, if you are No. 3 or No. 4 in the market, why would you pay for research that would help promote your competition?
	Some research is done that you will never see. Some magazines may do quality research just hoping to come out on top. And when they don't, you can be sure those results will not be released.


What is a "quality" survey?
 Consider the type of survey done, as well as the company doing it. Athletic Business uses only leading research companies (in this case, Readex) because they are respected in the field.

Readership vs. Reader Preference Surveys
 The type of survey is also extremely important in projecting the value of the results. For example, is it a "readership survey" or a "reader preference survey"? Although AB does both types of surveys, it is important for advertisers to know the difference.



A "readership survey" is conducted to find out more about who the readers are, what they buy and what they like about a magazine. The survey clearly identifies the sponsor. For example, the survey might begin, "We are conducting a survey for Athletic Business. Can you help us?" This can be a valuable source of information for both a magazine and its advertisers. But asking, "Which magazine do you prefer?" in this type of survey does not yield credible results because of the inherent sponsor-identified bias.



On the other hand, a "reader preference survey" is conducted to gauge the level of reader preference for a variety of magazines in a market. The sponsoring magazine is not identified in any way and those answering the survey only see or hear the name of the research firm that sent the survey, not the magazine's name itself.

If you want to answer the question, "Which magazine does my prospect really read?" the most credible source is a reader preference survey by a leading research company.

Some industry magazines promote "readership survey" data and some magazines promote "readership preference survey" data. Knowing the difference between the two can make a huge difference in your decision to buy advertising and the impact those ad placements will have on your business.

[bookmark: results]

Want more information?
 Download the Readership Preference Survey or visit our Advertising page for contact information and other resources.
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Louisiana College Sports Venues Could Soon Be Forced to Accept Cash
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Daily Digs: Predators Unveil Premium Club Space at Bridgestone Arena
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Safety & Security


Study: U.S. Collegiate Student-Athlete Suicide Rates Have Doubled Since 2002
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School District Apologizes for Cheerleaders' 'Privilege' Taunt
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NCAA May Nix Test Score Requirements for D-I, D-II Athletes
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More in Home
Legal
Lawsuit Seeks $1.5M After Peanuts Placed in Allergic Football Teammate's Locker
A family has filed a $1.5 million lawsuit against a Texas school district, including its superintendent and athletic director, after a group of football players put peanuts in an allergic teammate’s locker last year.
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Sponsored
Maximize the Use of Your Athletic Fields with SportaFence®
SportaFence
SportaFence® is the only portable outfield fencing system that removes barriers and limitations for coaches, athletic directors and athletic facility managers.
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Governing Bodies
Louisiana College Sports Venues Could Soon Be Forced to Accept Cash
The Louisiana Legislature's House Education Committee on Tuesday advanced House Bill 5, which would require public colleges and universities to accept cash at events, including sporting events.
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Facilities
Daily Digs: Predators Unveil Premium Club Space at Bridgestone Arena
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Safety & Security
Study: U.S. Collegiate Student-Athlete Suicide Rates Have Doubled Since 2002
A new study from the British Journal of Sport Medicine shows an alarming rise in suicide rates among collegiate student-athletes in the United States.
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Marketing
Planet Fitness Founder: Company 'Pretty Much Destroyed' Amid Boycott
Planet Fitness founder and former CEO Mike Grondahl this week said the popular gym chain has been destroyed after allegations of internal abuse at the company and recent boycotts of the brand after the company canceled the membership of a...
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Governing Bodies
New NAIA Policy Limits Women's Sports Participation to Biological Females
The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics on Monday unveiled a new policy that all but bans transgender athletes from competing in women’s sports at its 241 member schools.
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Stadium & Arena
Poll: 50 Percent of Las Vegas Voters Oppose Public Funding for A's Stadium
A new poll has revealed that over half of likely voters in Las Vegas oppose $380 million in public funding to help A's owner John Fisher build a new baseball stadium on The Strip.
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Leadership
Coach Prime Rips Buffs Players After Professor Reports Disrespectful Classroom Behavior
Colorado football coach Deion Sanders had some harsh words for his team after a professor at the school emailed Sanders about his players being disrespectful in the classroom.
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Rec Center
Why Colleges and Universities Are Remodeling Their Climbing Facilities
In 1923, British climber George Mallory was asked by a reporter why he wanted to climb Mount Everest. Mallory famously replied, “Because it’s there...”
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Facilities
Daily Digs: Youth Athletic Fields Complex Hosts First Games, Topping Out and New Name for $126M OKC Coliseum Project and More
A new athletic complex in Washington County, Tenn., hosted its first games last week...
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Programming
Grand Valley State Rec Department Adds Tennis to Adaptive Programming Lineup
Grand Valley State University's recreation department hosted its first adaptive tennis match, adding to a lineup of adaptive sports programming that includes wheelchair football, wheelchair basketball and goalball.
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Gym & Fieldhouse
Brooklyn School Gym Deemed Unsafe Following Magnitude 4.8 Earthquake
A high school gymnasium in Brooklyn, N.Y., has been deemed unsafe following Friday's magnitude 4.8 earthquake that shook the tri-state area, officials said.
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Buyer's Guide
Information on more than 3,000 companies, sorted by category. Listings are updated daily.

Learn More
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AB Show 2024 in New Orleans
AB Show is a solution-focused event for athletics, fitness, recreation and military professionals.
Nov. 19-22, 2024
Learn More
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